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Abstract

Two-colour sum-frequency generation (two-colour SFG) spectroscopy was used to probe both vibrational and electronic

properties of 1-dodecanethiol/Ag(1 1 1), Au(1 1 1), and Pt(1 1 1), of 5-[p-(6-mercaptohexoxy)-phenyl]-10,15,20-triphenylpor-

phin/Pt(1 1 1), and of C60/Ag(1 1 1). The role of the various physical parameters determining the sum-frequency generation

(SFG) intensity equation is highlighted. The enhancement of the non-linear second order susceptibility in the aforementioned

interfaces is explained in terms of metal interband transition, molecular electronic transition and of electron–phonon coupling,

respectively.
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1. Introduction

Sum-frequency generation spectroscopy (SFG) [1]

is particularly well adapted to probe interfaces [2] due

to its intrinsic sensitivity to non-centrosymmetric

media. SFG photons are generated by mixing two

laser beams at the same point of an interface. One

is tuneable in the infrared (oIr) spectral range, the

other is fixed at 532 nm visible (oVis) wavelength. The

SFG photons are detected at oSFG ¼ oIr þ oVis. SFG

provides the interface vibrational fingerprint, as illu-

strated by various works on organic monolayers

adsorbed on metals and insulators [3,4]. Today, thanks

to the emergence of new optical parametric oscillators

(OPOs) tuneable in the visible frequency range [5],

SFG is extended to the so-called two-colour sum-

frequency generation spectroscopy. It allows probing

both vibrational and electronic properties as recently

demonstrated [6,7]. Due to its strict selection rules,

two-colour SFG is well suited to compete with other

photon spectroscopies. These latter ones are generally

limited to multilayer characterisation. They cannot

provide simultaneous surface vibrational and electro-

nic description at the submonolayer level. Two-colour
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SFG is an ideal complementary tool which can be used

in real environment.

In this paper, we illustrate the versatility of two-

colour SFG through experimental results on various

adsorbed monolayers (dodecanethiol (DDT)/metals,

porphyrin (TPD)/Pt, C60/Ag) showing or not coupling

between their electronic and vibrational structures. We

also present basic theoretical guidelines, which high-

light the experimental results and lead to a true

DRSFG process in the fullerene case.

2. Experimental setup

Two-colour SFG is performed with laser beams

generated by two OPOs built around LiNbO3

(AgGaS2) and BBO non-linear crystals, tuneable from

2.5 to 4.2 mm (4.2–8.2 mm) and from 415 to 720 nm,

respectively [5]. Both OPOs are synchronously

pumped by an all-solid-state pulsed Nd:YAG laser

operating at 25 Hz and delivering around 100 pulses of

12 ps duration per 1 ms laser burst. The infrared beam

power at 3300 cm�1 is 30 mW (single pulse energy

�24 mJ) and the visible beam power at 500 nm is

15 mW (single pulse energy �12 mJ). All beams are p-

polarised and the spectral bandwidths of the infrared

and visible ones are 2 and 3 cm�1, respectively.

We used the counter-propagating configuration in

order to have a large separation between the SFG and

the visible reflected beams [6]. Both the incident and the

SFG beams propagate in the same plane, including the z-

sample surface normal. However, given the momentum

conservation, the angular separation strongly depends

on the infrared and visible wave vectors. In order to keep

the SFG beam pointing constantly into a predetermined

direction, the sample is mounted on a computer-driven

rotary stage. The SFG photons were collected by a

photomultiplier tube after spatial and spectral filtering

in a home-made monochromator. Each SFG spectrum is

normalised with respect to the visible and infrared

intensities (see Eq. (1)) to take into account the fluctua-

tions of the laser beams.

3. Sample preparation

All the single crystal surfaces were polished to a

mirror-like finish. The Pt(1 1 1) surface was flame-

annealed during 10 min and then protected by a

droplet of ultrapure water (resistivity > 18 MO cm),

before immersion in the appropriate organic solution.

The Au(1 1 1) surface was chemically etched in

a (3:1) H2SO4:H2O2 solution while Ag(1 1 1) was

rinsed with ethanol. The DDT self-assembled mono-

layers (SAMs) were prepared by immersing the sub-

strates into a 1 mM absolute ethanolic solution of

SH(CH2)11CH3 (Aldrich), during 18 h. The porphyrin

SAMs were prepared by immersing the Pt(1 1 1) into

a 1 mM dichloromethane solution of TPD, for 12 h in

the dark. C60 monolayers were obtained by sublimat-

ing in ultra-high vacuum by evaporating the fullerene

from a Ta crucible, while keeping the Ag(1 1 1)

substrate at 550 K in order to prevent multilayer

growth. All measurements were carried out at ambient

air.

4. Results and discussion

In keeping with previous works, the SFG intensity

[8] is defined by:

IðoSFGÞ ¼
o2

SFG

c2
AFresneljwð2ÞS j2IðoIrÞIðoVisÞ; (1)

assuming that a single component of the interface

second order non-linear susceptibility wð2ÞS dominates

the SFG signal. I(oIr) and I(oVis) are the intensities of

the two incident laser beams and c is the light velocity.

After normalisation by these parameters, the SFG

intensity depends only on oSFG, AFresnel (Fresnel

factors) and wð2ÞS . We further normalised all spectra

with respect to o2
SFG because its variations are not

negligible when the visible wavelength is changed.

The measurements described hereafter intent to

enlighten the role of AFresnel and wð2ÞS .

4.1. Influence of the substrate electronic structure:

DDT/Ag, Au, and Pt

In the SFG spectra presented in Fig. 1, we made

measurements at four different incident visible wave-

lengths (450, 500, 550, 650 nm). The most drastic

changes are observed for DDT/Au(1 1 1) (Fig. 1B).

Indeed, the mean SFG intensity reaches a maximum

at�550 nm. The CH3 symmetric (2875 cm�1), Fermi

resonance (2936 cm�1) and asymmetric (2963 cm�1)
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Fig. 1. SFG spectra of 1-dodecanethiol monolayer adsorbed on Ag(1 1 1) (A), Au(1 1 1) (B), and Pt(1 1 1) (C).
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stretching modes of the terminal group are

peak-shaped for wavelengths in the blue (450 nm).

They exhibit a spectral shape intermediate between

valley and peak for wavelengths in the red

(650 nm). For Ag(1 1 1), the CH3 vibrations are

dip-shaped, while the mean SFG intensity slightly

increases with the visible wavelength (Fig. 1A).

For Pt(1 1 1), all vibration modes are peak-shaped

whatever the visible wavelength. In this case, the

mean SFG intensity does not evolve significantly

(Fig. 1C).

Neglecting the SAMs thin layers, we first evaluate

AFresnel for the air–metal interfaces. From Eq. (1),

AFresnel is a linear contribution to the SFG signal,

which develops in terms of the interface Fresnel

factors, for all the wavelengths involved in the SFG

process:

AFresnel ¼
jFðoSFGÞj2jFðoVisÞj2jFðoIrÞj2

4 cos2 ySFG

: (2)

F(oSFG), F(oVis), F(oIr) are the second rank tensors

and are diagonal for isotropic media [8]. They depend

on the wave vectors and on the evolution of the

dielectric properties in reflection, transmission, and

at the interface separation. The calculated values of

AFresnel are displayed in Fig. 2A–C, for ppp polarisa-

tion, for Ag(1 1 1), Au(1 1 1), Pt(1 1 1), respectively.

The dielectric functions were taken from Ref. [9] in

the investigated spectral range. As illustrated in

Fig. 2B, AFresnel does not explain the evolution of

the SFG intensity on Au(1 1 1). It should thus be

related to wð2ÞS . Eq. (1) can be rewritten as:

IðoSFGÞ / jwð2ÞS j2 / jwð2ÞNR þ wð2ÞR j2

/ jwð2ÞNRj eiF þ
X3

q¼1

jaqj eijq

oq � oIr þ iGq

�����

�����

2

: (3)

wð2ÞNR and wð2ÞR are the second order non-linear suscept-

ibilities of the substrate (infrared non-resonant) and of

Fig. 2. Linear (AFresnel) and non-linear (jwð2ÞNRj
2
) SFG contributions of Ag(1 1 1) (A), Au(1 1 1) (B), and Pt(1 1 1) (C).
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the adsorbate (infrared resonant). The non-resonant

substrate contribution can be treated like a scalar. wð2ÞR

is a third rank tensor whose contribution to the ppp

SFG signal arise only from the wzzz, wzxx, wzxz, and wxxz

components on isotropic surfaces. However, due to the

important values of the metal dielectric constants, the

molecular adsorbate response is usually dominated by

wzzz since the parallel components of the electric field

are screened (Fresnel factor Fzz @ Fxx, Fyy). The

vibration modes (oq) of DDT are described by a

sum on three Lorentzian oscillators with damping

constants, Gq	aq is the complex oscillator strength,

which contains a Raman contribution due to the visible

and SFG beams. For DDT molecules, only the infrared

resonant terms must be considered, given that the

Raman contribution of the visible and SFG beams,

contained in aq, does not depend on the visible wave-

length.

The phase shift F� jq in Eq. (3) explains the

interference pattern between the substrate and adsor-

bate non-linear responses that generates the different

spectral shapes in Fig. 1A–C. We have simulated the

metal non-linear contribution jwð2ÞNRj
2

using Eq. (3) and

the metal non-linear susceptibility parameters (jwð2ÞNRj,
F), reported in a previous work [10]. jwð2ÞNRj

2
is com-

pared to AFresnel in Fig. 2. This leads us to conclude

that there is no significant contribution of AFresnel to

the SFG signals whatever the substrate. Nevertheless,

for Au(1 1 1) in Fig. 2B, the enhancement of the SFG

response at 550 nm visible wavelength is explained by

the evolution of jwð2ÞNRj
2
. Indeed, it is related to an

interband s–d electronic transition of Au that resonates

when the corresponding SFG photon wavelength is

480 nm (2.58 eV) [10]. No similar enhancement is

observed on Ag(1 1 1) given that the SFG wavelength

range required (315 nm, 3.93 eV) is not accessible

here (Fig. 2A). The slight growth of the mean intensity

can be related to an increase of the Ag metal reflec-

tance [11]. For Pt(1 1 1), no distinction can be made

between AFresnel and jwð2ÞNRj
2

(Fig. 2C). The non-linear

activity of the substrate is so weak that the vibration

modes are always peak-shaped.

4.2. Influence of the adsorbate electronic structure:

TPD/Pt

We now consider an organic adsorbate (TPD) show-

ing electronic activity in the probed energy range. The

SFG spectra of TPD/Pt(1 1 1) measured at four dif-

ferent visible wavelengths (480, 510, 520, 550 nm) are

shown in Fig. 3A. The pyrrole (3060 cm�1) and

phenyl (3030 cm�1) CH stretching modes, as well

as the CH2 symmetric (2865 cm�1) and asymmetric

(2925 cm�1) stretching modes are detected on the

spectra. Contrary to the DDT/Pt(1 1 1) interface, we

observe that the average SFG intensity evolves and

reaches a maximum at 510 nm (SFG � 435 nm). It

comes from the so-called Soret band (S0–S2) of the

TPD porphyrin moiety [12] whose wavelength

matches the SFG one at 435 nm. In this case, the

second order non-linear susceptibility of the interface

responsible for the SFG process is only the adsorbate

one:

wð2ÞS ¼ wð2ÞR ¼ wð2Þvib þ wð2Þe : (4)

wð2Þvib (infrared resonant Lorentzian term of the mole-

cule) contains a similar contribution as for DDT

molecules, modelling the existence of the CH2 and

CH infrared vibration modes. wð2Þe (SFG resonant

Lorentzian term of the molecule) represents the elec-

tronic Soret band, which explains the stronger

enhancement of the mean SFG intensity for TPD/

Pt(1 1 1) [12,13]. We also observe an evolution with

the visible wavelength of the relative intensities of the

CH2 and CH vibrations. It could be related to their

different electronic activity due to their position, either

on the alcane chain or on the phenyl and pyrrole

groups where the Soret band transition originates,

respectively. However, the combination of the two

second order non-linear molecular susceptibilities in

Eq. (4) does not exhibit a true DRSFG process: it could

only occur if the infrared vibration mode was coupled

to an electronic transition.

4.3. Electron–phonon coupling or DRSFG process:

C60/Ag(1 1 1)

C60 monolayers adsorbed on Ag(1 1 1) were mea-

sured at four different visible wavelengths (458, 532,

568, 647 nm). The spectra are shown in Fig. 3B. We

observe a large enhancement of the SFG intensity of

the Ag(2) pentagonal pinch vibration (�1460 cm�1) at

532 nm visible wavelength. Although the Ag(2) mode

is only Raman-active in isolated C60, it exhibits an

important infrared activity as well when the fullerene
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is adsorbed on a metal surface [14,15]. It allows its

detection by SFG. The dipolar activity arises from the

coupling between the vibration and electronic states

localised at the interface [14,15]. Here, the non-reso-

nant contribution of Ag(1 1 1), wð2ÞNR, and the electronic

resonant contribution of the adsorbate, wð2Þe , are unable

to explain the enhancement at 532 nm visible wave-

length. For C60/Ag(1 1 1), wð2ÞS reads [13,16]:

wð2ÞS ¼ wð2ÞR ¼ wð2ÞDRSFG / 1

ðoIr � oAgð2Þ þ iGAgð2ÞÞ


 1

ðoSFG � oel þ iGelÞ
: (5)

A strong SFG intensity is only detected when the

infrared (�1460 cm�1) and SFG wavelengths

(�494 nm) matches both the interface Ag(2) pentago-

nal pinch mode and the specific HOMO (highest

occupied MO)-LUMO (lowest unoccupied MO) elec-

tronic transition, respectively [16]. Indeed, at 494 nm

SFG wavelength, the energy of the SFG photons is

about 2.5 eV. This value is close to the 2.2 � 0.3 eV

energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO derived

states measured for C60/Ag(1 0 0) [17]. Henceforth, a

true DRSFG process occurs at this interface.

5. Conclusion

Two-colour SFG was used to characterise both the

electronic and vibrational properties of SAMs and

fullerene monolayers adsorbed on different metallic

substrates. We probed interfaces where interband

metallic transitions [DDT/Au(1 1 1)], molecular

Fig. 3. SFG spectra of 5-[p-(6-mercaptohexoxy)-phenyl]-10,15,20-triphenylporphine/Pt(1 1 1) (A) and of C60/Ag(1 1 1) (B).
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transitions [porphyrin derivative/Pt(1 1 1)] and elec-

tron–phonon couplings [C60/Ag(1 1 1)] enhance the

SFG signal for particular wavelengths: metal inter-

band s–d, Soret band electronic and interband invol-

ving the LUMO electronic transitions, respectively.

Basic theoretical developments showed that, among

the systems presented here, only the fullerene case

should be considered as a true DRSFG process.
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